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Proper Citation

ea-utils (RRID:SCR_005553)

Resource Information

URL: http://code.google.com/p/ea-utils/

Description: Command-line software tools for processing biological sequencing data. Barcode demultiplexing, adapter trimming, etc. Primarily written to support an Illumina based pipeline - but should work with any FASTQs.

Resource Name: ea-utils

Proper Citation: ea-utils (RRID:SCR_005553)

Resource Type: Resource, software resource

Resource ID: SCR_005553

Availability: MIT License

Website Status: Last checked up

Alternate IDs: OMICS_01041

Abbreviations: ea-utils

Mentions Count: 152

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for ea-utils.

No alerts have been found for ea-utils.
Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 152 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at [FDI Lab - SciCrunch Infrastructure](#).


Thöming JG, et al. (2020) Parallel evolutionary paths to produce more than one biofilm phenotype. NPJ biofilms and microbiomes, 6, 2.


